
ENVIRONMENTAL�
DISASTERS

In the world 
and in Trentino

There is no time to waste as 
climate change is affecting, in one 
way or another, all of us. 



What�are
They are a 
phenomenon that 
occurs when there is a 
certain change on the 
environment.

Environmental�disasters?



DIFFERENCES��

is a sudden and 
terrible event in nature 
(such as a hurricane, 
tornado, or flood) that 
usually results in 
serious damage and 
many deaths

is defined as a 
catastrophic event 
regarding the natural 
environment that is due 
to human activity

a natural disaster an environmental disaster



Industrial discharges contain a large 
quantity of pollutants and their 

composition varies according to the type 
of production process. Their impact on 

the environment is complex.

WATER�POLLUTION



HABITAT�DESTRUCTION

Habitat loss is mainly caused 
by humans. The clearing of 
land for agriculture, grazing, 

mining, drilling and 
urbanisation have an impact 

on 80% of the global species.



Leyte landslide

in 2006

The Amazon forest fire
in 2019

SOME�ENVIRONMENTAL�DISASTERS�IN�THE�WORLD

Diesel fuel in 2020 

Floods in Belgium and 
Germany in 2021Coal ash spillage in 2008

Pollution of milk
in 2002

#
#


THE�MAIN�ENVIRONMENTAL�DISASTERS�CAUSED�
BY�MAN�IN�THE�LAST�20�YEARS



Humans are consciously 
polluting all the resources 
that are indispensable to 
them, such as air, soil and 
water; resources that take 

millions of years to 
replenish

POLLUTION



OUR�EXPERIENCE
We experienced the 
consequences of climate 
change on weather during 
the night of 28th October 
2018, when winds from the 
Atlantic Ocean clashed with 
scirocco, giving rise to a rare 
low pressure area.

There are two 
pictures of 

Lavarone after 
the Vaia storm

Video

#
https://pixabay.com/it/vectors/video-pulsante-start-youtube-5483595/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srDbuEtBzD0


VAIA�STORM�
The storm named “Vaia” hit Northern Italy, raging 

in the Alps of Trentino and Triveneto, in the 
Prealps, and to a lesser extent in Eastern 

Lombardia. Its advent tore apart the Alpine 
ecosystem: 437 affected municipalities, over 

41.491 hectares of forest area, with a total of 8.7 
million cubic metres of downed trees.



More than three years have 
already passed since the storm 

struck, and yet it is still 
difficult to take stock of the 
actual losses caused by this 

Mediterranean tornado.

THE�DAMAGES



VAIA�MASTERPIECES
Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNjUjDKX6eg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNjUjDKX6eg


NATURE�DOES�NOT�HURRY,�
YET�EVERYTHING�IS�

ACCOMPLISHED�


